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BOARD OF
ADVISORS
Nitin Khanapurkar
A renowned corporate professional,
Mr. Khanapurkar brings to Ratna Nidhi
28 years of work experience in the
area of expanding operations and
streamlining businesses globally. He
comes from a family that has been
mentoring NGO’s for more than 3
decades. He is the Global Head of
Governance at Apex Fund Services Ltd,
London.
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BORAD OF ADVISORS

Dr. Ravi Bhallamudi
Prof. B. Ravi is an Institute Chair Professor
of Mechanical Engineering at IIT Bombay
and founder of BETIC – Biomedical
Engineering & Technology incubation
Centre. In the last 25 years he led several
inter-disciplinary multi-institutional R&D
projects, leading to indigenous products,
start-up companies and social impact.

Ashok Kothari
Mr. Kothari, an engineer by profession,
with over 45 years of experience in
the Manufacturing sector, is currently
heading the manufacturing unit of Pakona
Engineers Pvt. Ltd. He is also the president
of NSM Trust which operates a school, Jr.
College & Degree College in Vile parle,
Mumbai and is the Secretary General APEX
BODY at Jain International Organization
(JIO).
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LETTER FROM
TRUSTEE
Mr. Rajiv Mehta

Trustee
Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust

2021 was a challenging year for everyone. The year
witnessed

lockdowns,

businesses

shutting

down,

recession, job losses, illness and deaths. The pandemic
was ruthless and waged an indiscriminate war on the rich
and the poor alike.

While the challenges were umpteen, Ratna Nidhi through

its sheer resilience converted every challenge into an
opportunity. In these times, we embarked on a challenging

journey to provide food to thousands of people in Mumbai

city, and boost the healthcare infrastructure by donating
medical equipment’s and oxygen concentrators. We

quickly transitioned to covid relief work which constituted
a significant chunk of our work in this year.

Our core programs in disability and skill training also
continued despite several ground challenges.
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LETTER FROM TRUSTEE

Our ability to work in unexplored areas with no prior
experience, but faith in ourselves and the team, through
the worst pandemic experienced by humanity testifies to
our resilience, leadership and agility.

We are grateful to all our donors and partners who

continued standing by us through these difficult times and
help us serve people through the pandemic. Your belief in
us continues to be the fulcrum of our work. We continue
our journey of serving people in these difficult times and

raising the bar with our perseverance. As it is rightly said
‘When the going gets tough, the tough get going.’
Sincerely,

Rajiv Mehta
Trustee

Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust
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VISION
MISSION
VISION
VALUES
A world where the underserved
and differently-abled are

empowered and provided with
equal opportunities to achieve

their full potential, and become
contributing members of
society.

VALUES
Guided by Family Values, Trust
& Compassion our work is
based on 3 pillars:

• Wisdom of thought
• Speedy execution

• Transparency in reporting

88

VISION. MISSION. VALUES

MISSION

Our mission is to:
Leverage Data, Innovation, and Technology
with our culture of transparency and
collaboration
To improve the lives of the underserved and
differently-abled and move them towards
self-reliance
By providing them with food, mobility aids,
healthcare facilities, spectacles, books,
education, skilling, and employment
opportunities.
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IMPACT AT A
GLANCE
Disability

Impact For
The Year
2020-21

Impact
From Start
Of The
Project Till
Date

Mobility aids

721 prosthetic
aids

Skilling

263865
beneficiaries
since 2001

86 beneficiaries

86 beneficiaries
since 2019

Covid Relief
Mission Million
Khichdi

13 lac meals

Over 13 lac
Meals since
March 2020

Hospital
Equipments

260
Equipments

260 Equipments
donated since
March 2020

3875 OC’s

3875 OC’s
donated till
date

Oxygen
Concentrators
(OC)
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IMPACT OF GLANCE

Education
Mission Million
Books

Impact For
The Year
2020-21

Impact
From Start
Of The
Project Till
Date

47351 books

959343
books since
2016

24070 Garments

1324792
garments
since 1990

Community
Welfare
Garments
Distribution

NEXT
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COVID
RELIEF

12

COVID-19 lead to a complete lockdown world over and in India it
stared from March 2021.

In India, due to the outbreak of COVID-19, many around the country

were adversely affected. People in underprivileged communities

faced shortages of food and shelter, medicines and masks.
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COVID RELIEF

India grappled with the second wave of COVID-19 cases, where

patients were struggling to find hospital beds and oxygen

support. There was a huge demand for medical oxygen supply
which has put a huge pressure on the health infrastructure.

In these times, Ratna Nidhi embarked on a challenging journey
to provide food to thousands of people in Mumbai city, and boost

the healthcare infrastructure by donating medical equipments
and oxygen concentrators.

The ability to set up such a massive khichdi project during the

worst pandemic that humanity has witnessed, to exercising
leadership and efficiency in delivering fresh meals to poor
communities at a time when no one would step out of their

homes, testifies our ability to succeed amidst challenging times.
Our speedy execution, agility and networks in these crisis times
have stood the test of time and helped us deliver and scale the

oxygen project across India. Our ability to mobilize the domestic

and international community to support our work has helped us
impact hospitals in rural areas of India and donated thousands
of oxygen concentrators.

These challenging times taught us much about resilience and

responding to a crisis immediately. From getting the government

support & police permissions for our staff, to mobilizing volunteers
and creating an effective distribution channel on ground, the
project witnessed several challenges and our commitment
helped us tide over each of them effectively.
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COVID RELIEF

MISSION MILLION
KHICHDI
Click here to know more
about the project

Impact: 1.3 Million Meals Served Till Date

Ratna Nidhi responded to the COVID-19 crisis by providing hot
nutritious khichdi meals every day to everyone effected by the
pandemic in Mumbai. We embarked upon our journey of feeding

daily wage workers during COVID-19 on 29th March 2020. We
have crossed over 1.3 million meals.
During the first wave we
partnered with DP’s Fast
Food chain

5

Kitchens
at Matunga,

3

Cloud Kitchens
at Mulund, Shivaji

Park & Prabhadevi

cooking and distributing thousands
of free Khichdi daily. We thank our key
partners DP’s Fast Food Matunga, Rise
Against Hunger and Agarwal Seva
Samiti for their support.

Dadar, Chembur
& Ghatkopar

40+

kitchen staff &
35 volunteers
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COVID RELIEF

Our journey continues to provide fresh cooked meals to daily
wage workers in Mumbai. We continue the journey to feed all
those affected by the pandemic. While businesses resume back

to normal , it’s going to take a lot of efforts to undo the damage
waged by the pandemic.
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COVID RELIEF

HOSPITAL
EQUIPMENT
DONATION

Ratna Nidhi in partnership with several leading corporates

helped donate critical medical equipments to the Covid ward
at NESCO in Goregaon East, Mumbai. The following equipments
were donated:

Click here for project report
In detail

Sr. No.

Name of Items

Quantity

1

5 Para Pt. Monitor

84

2

Central Nurse Station Monitor

06

3

Pt. Monitor HDU

36

4

NIV Bi-Pap Machine

30

5

ABG Machine

02

6

Portable X-Ray Machine

03

7

5 Function Motorized Bed

89

8

Defibrillator

03
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COVID RELIEF

RNCT selected multiple suppliers, through a competitive bidding
process after acquiring 3 quotations. The equipment procured

by RNCT is loaned to MCGM for use at the NESCO COVID Centre
for a minimum period of 6 months and maximum period of 1 year.
After which, RNCT will donate the equipment to deserving rural

or tier 2 hospitals of Maharashtra, thereby augmenting long

term health infrastructure needs of the state of Maharashtra. All
the equipment will come with AMC, insurance and reinstallation
support.

This equipment has served thousands of critically ill patients at

the NESCO center and continue to saving lives as the pandemic
continues.

Ratna Nidhi has also donated several ventilators, Bi-pap
machines, ICU beds to hospitals in Maharashtra and Hyderabad
during the second wave.
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COVID RELIEF

MISSION OXYGEN
CONCENTRATORS

Impact: 3875 Oxygen concentrators have been
donated till date.

Click here to view Anurag Thakur, Union Minister for I&B and Youth
Affairs & Sports, retweeting our post on Twitter

Click on the link to view the project being
covered on Doordarshan
19

COVID RELIEF

During

the

second

wave

hospitals

were

struggling

to

accommodate covid patients. The rising demand for oxygen

concentrators and beds put a huge pressure on the health

infrastructure. Due to this there was an urgent need to make
available oxygen concentrators which will help meet the rising
need of oxygen in the state.

“Ratna Nidhi responded to this crisis by importing oxygen
concentrators and providing them to hospitals in India From
a 25-year-old

man in Maharashtra to a 60-year-old lady

in Gujarat, every oxygen concentrator donated has helped

hundreds of people be treated effectively. Every contribution has
helped make a difference in the life of some patient somewhere
in India and helped them breathe.”
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COVID RELIEF

16,001 SHEERA
PACKETS
DONATED TO
COVID WARRIORS
IN MUMBAI

3rd July 2021 marked a Special day at Ratna Nidhi as we
embarked on a Challenging Journey of serving 16,001 sheera to
Covid Warriors in Mumbai. We cooked 2500 kg of Milk Sheera
and packed it into aluminium foil containers. Each container
contained 150 grams of sheera and was delivered via our partner
network to hospitals, sanitation department of MCGM wards and
several police stations in Mumbai. We chose this initiative to pay
Tribute to all our Covid Warriors who have tirelessly dedicated
themselves in Serving people in this crisis.

Click here to view
Project Report Details
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COVID RELIEF

16,001 SHEERA

PACKETS

COOKED

2500 kg

EACH
CONTAINER
CONTAIN

OF MILK SHEERA

150gram
SHEERA
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DISABILITY

Ratna Nidhi’s core focus for the last 15 years has been to
empower people with movement disability by providing them
with artificial prosthetic aids like Jaipur foot, Calipers, Crutches
and Wheelchairs. Ratna Nidhi’s Disability program is designed
so that they too can be capable members of society. Confident
to lead their lives by their own means. Our holistic approach,
as described in the following pages, ensures their physical
mobility and also puts an effort to make them financially
independent.
During the pandemic our Prosthetic program was on hold
till October 2020 and resumed after that. Our Skill training
program had to transition online, with the students and our
staff attending zoom classes every day to finish the skill training
course.
The conditions were not easy but we rose to the challenges
and were able to find solutions. Due to several government
restrictions, organizing these camps were challenging as
mass gathering of people was prohibited. Also our team had to
ensure their safety at all times at the camps and were trained
by doctors to maintain social distancing and practice hygiene
with the beneficiaries as well.
Transitioning the skilling program meant our trainers had to
find unique ways to hold the attention span of the students
and ensure their learning remains uninterrupted.
While our impact in this segment was lesser compared to
the previous years but our resolve to continue the program
remained intact through the pandemic.
24

DISABILITY

MOBILITY AIDS
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DISABILITY

MOBILITY
CAMPS
Impact:

721 prosthetic aids were distributed, giving people
the gift of mobility and independence. The camps
were

held

at

Bharuch,

Chandrapur,

Nanded,

Osmanabad, Pune, Nashik, Indore, Wai Satara and
Mumbai.

Ratna Nidhi hosts mobility camps to provide custom made
mobility aids. The patients are assessed at the camp and

suitable mobility aids are manufactured within days. Post the
fitment we also give them physiotherapy as many of them
have never walked before and require the initial hand holding.

THE APPLIANCES INCLUDE:

JAIPUR FOOT
CALIPERS
CRUTCHES
PROSTHETIC HANDS
26

DISABILITY

Last year due to the pandemic our operations were on hold
till October and we resumed post that. Despite the challenges

on ground our team travelled to different rural districts in
Maharashtra and Gujarat, relentlessly serving people with
disability.
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DISABILITY

SKILL TRAINING

Impact: 86 disabled candidates were skill trained
Ratna Nidhi’s skill training program provides basic skills
required to make a person employable as per industry
standards, and have consolidated it into a holistic program.
This year this program transitioned to online classes on zoom
with 86 disabled candidates being skill trained.

Click here to view our Skill training
students speak in English

COMPUTER
TRAINING
SPOKEN ENGLISH
Training in spoken English,
basic grammar and writing. The
expected outcome is that students
will be able to speak English with
basic fluency and will be able to

The students are trained
in basic MS Office and if
they do well, they will be
further taught Tally GST
courses. This will help
them gain meaningful
employment.

have conversations in English to
attain an entry-level job.
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DISABILITY

WEEKLY MOCK
INTERVIEWS WITH
INDUSTRY EXPERTS
RNCT provides a platform for these
adults to connect with Industry

experts to prepare for jobs through

weekly mockinterviews sessions in a

no pressure stress free environment.
This gives them an experience of a
real job interview, helping them to
land their dream jobs.

CAREER
MENTORING
PROGRAM

SOCIAL
GROOMING
Training in essential

professional soft skills such as
manners, etiquette, posture,

This enables them to reach
their full potential and

achieve their professional

goals. These mentors come

body language, greeting

techniques, presentation skills,
hygiene, grooming,

interview and job placement
training.

from leading Corporates
such as Tata Group,
Accenture etc.

WEEKLY SOCIAL
EVENTS

SKILL
TRAINING
RNCT organises weekly Social
events such as motivational

talks, musical events (Ghazal),

Pranayam (meditation) and fun
activity sessions for adults with

disabilities. This helps to enhance
their self-esteem/confidence

and social engagements in the
mainstream world.
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FUTURE PROJECTS

ASHA RATNA
SCHOLARSHIP

As per US based Center for Global development close to 50 lac
Indians have lost their lives to Covid. As per the news reports,

the cases are currently low, but deaths continue, and a third

wave is expected. Many people who have died are in their 30s
and 40s. While the reports of deaths are in numbers, they are

fathers, aunts, uncles, grandparents, friends, adults for someone
and their demise has left a dent in their familieis lives- both
financially and emotionally.

RE
ECTS

Another study has released that 1.2 lac children in India have

lost at least one parent to Covid, and many more children are
likely to lose parents in the months to come.

RNCT believes that Education is a basic necessity and right

of every student. Hence we have launched the Asha Ratna
Scholarship program which will ensure support for the
educational requirements of such children. We aim to support

500 children through this scholarship by providing each child
with an annual scholarship amount of Rs.50000 per year till
Click Here To View

they reach
grade
12. The scholarship amount will cover school
Educational
Sponsorship

Program
fee, tuition
fee, cost for uniform/shoes/books, travel cost to the

school and other miscellaneous costs pertaining to the child’s
education.
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FUTURE PROJECTS

WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT

Ratna Nidhi seeks to launch a program aimed at empowering

women and girls in the slum communities of Mumbai through
services in health, education, livelihood training and nutritional
improvement.

DIGITAL
LEARNING WITH
BYJU’S

Ratna Nidhi in partnership with BYJUS has donated several
e-learning softwares loaded on tablets. Through this we aim

to ensure continued learning for students in underserved

communities. We aim to educate young india through digital
education and reach the most underserved children in India.
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FUTURE PROJECTS

AKSHAYA PATRA

Ratna Nidhi has partnered with Akshaya Patra to set up 15,000
libraries across 14 states, with a donation of one million books by
Ratna Nidhi for educating young India. Through this partnership

we will be expanding
our Mission Million book
program and providing
A BOOK IN THE HANDS OF EVERY CHILD
Mission Educating Young India
1 Million Books
15,000 School Libraries
14 States
5 years
Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust (RNCT) has signed an MOU with Akshaya Patra with above
mention mission to set up libraries across India by providing Free educational books in
governenmet and government funded schools that are being served by Akshaya Patra, ensuring
every child has a book to read. This partnership is directed towards ensuring that every child
will have access to a variety of books like educational, references, picture books, story books,
novels and many more.

thousands of children

with access to quality
educational books.

RNCT’s project, Mission Million Books hopes to provide for 1 million books across India, by
setting up libraries, with an objective to ensure that every child has at least one book to read.
About Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust (RNCT)
We empower underserved children, youth and the disabled community through support
services like education, clothes, books, food and using innovative technology solutions. Some
of our projects are Mission Million Books, Mobility Project, Education Scholarship, Food for
Education, Mission Million Khichdhi, Garments Project, E learning, Vision One Million,
Medical Camp and Disaster Relief.
About Akshaya Patra
The Akshaya Patra Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation headquartered in Bengaluru,
India. The Foundation strives to eliminate classroom hunger by implementing the Mid-Day
Meal Programme. It provides nutritious meals to children studying in Government schools and
Government-aided schools. Akshaya Patra also aims to counter malnutrition and support right
to education of children hailing from socio-economically challenging backgrounds. With a
network of 56 kitchens across 13 states in the country, it daily reaches out hot, cooked,
nutritious meals to 1.8 million children across 19000+ schools in 13 states. During the last one
year of the pandemic, Akshaya Patra has reached out with non-stop meals and grocery boxes,
to those severely affected. It has also reached out to Shramiks on trains traveling back home
during the pandemic. It has served the flood affected in Assam and Bihar during the current
pandemic. Serving those in needy, is a mission that Akshaya Patra espouses. Going further, the
intent of partnering with the Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust is to try and bridge the education
gap that has been created due to school closure and loss of learning. These reference books will
not only bring in fresh knowledge, but will also provide novelty and recreation to children who
are holed up at home. Akshaya Patra intends to take this project across schools that it serves.

Click here to know more
about the partnership
with Akshaya Patra
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STORIES OF CHANGE

Uttam Save
29 years

Life took an unpredictable twist for
Uttam when lost his leg six years ago
in an accident. After the accident, he

had to amputate his entire leg and
used to find it very difficult to move.
He currently owns a small shop and

lives with his family whom he needs
to support. He barely earns 3000

rupees a month which helps him
survive. He shares “I am extremely
thankful to Ratna Nidhi for the new
Jaipur foot through which I can also
drive a car and move around freely.”
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Soni Jaisawar
23 years

helped her improve her English
speaking and can now speak
confidently.
With
spoken
english training given from
RNCT coupled with efforts from
Soni, she has able to reach from
basic spoken English level to the
intermediate level in a shorter

space of time. The personality
development training helped
Soni Jaisawar lives in Mumbai her gain confidence, improve
with her family in a slum. She her communication skills.
was diagnosed with physical
disability at the time of her birth. A hardworking and ambitious
She has four sisters and a brother Soni has finished her graduation
staying with her. The callipers in B.Com and is now preparing for
given from RNCT for my legs are various government competitive
much lighter and better suited to exams. She aspires to get
my needs than the commercial meaningful job in Government
become
financially
ones I had come across before, sector,
says Soni. Even though she independent and support her
had graduated from an English family. Soni is thankful for all the
medium college, she always help and the positive impact
found it difficult to communicate Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust has
in the English language as had on her.
she was not very confident.
Click here to see Soni speak
The training she received at
confidently in english after
our skill training program
Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust
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Hareshkumar
Punmiya
29 years

39-year-old Hareshkumar Punmiya
currently works as a data entry clerk
and stays with his daughter, wife and

mother. He suffers from Polio which
has led to weakening of his legs. At

a calliper distribution camp held
by Ratnanidhi Charitable Trust, he
got to know about the organisation

and received callipers for himself
too which he observed was light
and much better suited to his needs
compared to the ones he had come

across previously. He also enrolled in

the training program where he was

given spoken English training. There
he dealt with all the challenges he

faced in the language including
grammar and pronunciation and
this has immensely helped him not

only improve his communication but
also helped him gain confidence for
which he is very thankful.
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Shivaji
Subrao Patil

Age: 28 years

Balaso
Mahadev
Kotmire

Age: 50 years

Location: Kolhapur

Location: Kolhapur

Shivaji is a farmer and was

Balaso

oxygen levels had gone low

oxygen levels had gone low

hospitalized for covid. His

and the concentrator helped
him survive breathlessness
and recover soon.

is a farmer and was

hospitalized

for

covid.

His

and the concentrator helped
him

survive

breathlessness

and recover soon. He has fully
recovered now and thanks to
the timely intervention was
able to recover soon.
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GLOBAL
PARTNERSHIPGHANA
Click Here To View
Project Report

14 ton
IN WEIGHT

19000+
BOOKS

Ratna Nidhi
has expanded
Mission Million
books project
globally by
exporting
charity to
Ghana in
Africa.

20

ft

CONTAINER
OF BOOKS
has been shipped to
Ghana free of cost.

Click Here To View Books
Distribution Reports
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STORIES OF CHANGE

Ratna Nidhi has expanded Mission Million books project globally

by exporting charity to Ghana in Africa. 400 cartons of books, 14
tonnes in weight, 19000+ books, 20 feet container of books has
been shipped to Ghana free of cost.

The idea of exporting charity in Africa started about 4 years back
during the RILM South East Asia Convention held in Chennai,

India on 5th March 2017. During the convention, apart from other

agenda’s, a short presentation was made by Mr. Rajiv Mehta,
Trustee Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust on the vision to ensure that

every child has at least one book to read- under the Project
“Mission Million Books”

Mission Million envisions to donate at least million books. Till date,

RNCT has successfully been able to establish over 4000 libraries
across India. RNCT has also developed its own customized
software to keep a track of reading and borrowing habits of users,
especially the underprivileged.

Meetings with PDG Nancy Barbee with the shared idea of

“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”- The world is one family developed
into the Project of Exporting Books in Charity to Ghana, Africa

We call on Organizations/Individuals from the international
community to connect with us on rajiv@ratnanidhi.org for
partnering with us on such similar projects.
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AWARDS
&
AWARDS &
TESTIMONIA
TESTIMONIALS
Click here to know more
about our awards
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AWARDS & TESTIMONIALS

Appreciation letter received by His Holiness Dalai
Lama’s office for Ratna Nidhis donation of oxygen
concentrators at the Tibetan health care centers in
Karnataka, Leh and Maharashtra.
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RATNA NIDHI’S WORK DURING COVID
WAS FEATURED BY CONSULATE
GENERAL DE FRANCE A BOMBAY
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AWARDS & TESTIMONIALS

THANK YOU GTSABERA2020
‘HUMANITY BEYOND CALAMITY’ CHANGE MAKER OF THE
YEAR AWARD

GTSABERA & GRANT THORTON BHARAT LLP social & business

enterprise responsible award is an initiative which highlights
inspiring stories of individuals and organizations who have made
a lasting impact during covid.
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This is an affirmation of the extraordinary work being done by

Ratnanidhi Charitable Trust and being able to rise upto the
occasion in times of need and showing exemplary courage by
its team in making a difference in the community we live in.
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AWARDS & TESTIMONIALS

COVID WARRIOR AWARD - RECEIVED
FROM MAHABODHI INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION CENTRE –
LEH UT LADAKH & MAHAKARUNA
FOUNDATION, NEW DELHI
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PARTNERS
www.ratnanidhi.org

hi.org
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MAZGAON DOCK

www.ratnanidhi.org
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RATNA NIDHI CHARITABLE TRUST
Tax Exemption under 80G for donation
below `. 1,00,000/-

Click Here
to Donate

DONATION FORM

WE WILL VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOU UPDATING YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION

Name

Address
City, State,
Pincode
Home Phone

Mobile Phone

E-Mail ID

Comment

Open your heart and fill in the form generously. You can
pay online at www.ratnanidhi.org or Fill this form and
mail it with your cheque
Sr. No

Project

Each. Contribution No. of Items
(`)

1

Food Project (per child per month)

2

Food Project (per child per year)

4000

3

Jaipur Foot - Artificial Limb

4500

4

Calipers for polio - Affected

4500

5

Wheelchair

5500

6

Crutches (One pair)

7

Hearing aid

2000

8

Prosthetic Hand

4500

9

Feed Khichdi to 1000 poor people

20000

10

Skill training disabled beneficiary
for 1 year

31000

11

General Support

400

900

A cheque in favour of “Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust”
in enclosed for this amount

Total Rs.

16 A, Khetwadi, 12th Lane, Opp. Earth View Bldg, Opp.Pawri School,
Grant Road (e), Mumbai - 400004
8530485324

info@ratnanidhi.org

www.ratnanidhi.org

Total

